Bethlehem Star Tours & Travel
Your ideal Choice for All Travel Needs

FIT – Madrid, Sevilla, Granada &
Barcelona – 8 nights
day 1 Madrid
arrival at Madrid airport.
shuttle transfer from airport to hotel.
Madrid sightseeing based on a hop on- hop off bus.
highlights: Gran Vía, Plaza de España, Habsburg old quarter, Puerta del Sol, Puerta de Alcalá,
Paseo de la castellana and the Real Madrid Stadium, Santiago Bernabéu (tour of the stadium
available).
overnight at hotel in Madrid.
day 2 Madrid
breakfast at hotel.
half day Toledo excursion on regular basis.
Toledo is one of the Spanish cities with the greatest wealth of monuments. it is known as the
“city of the three cultures”, because Christians, Arabs and Jews lived there together for
centuries. behind its walls Toledo preserves an artistic and cultural legacy in the form of
churches, palaces, fortresses, mosques and synagogues.
overnight at hotel in Madrid.
day 3 Madrid - Sevilla
breakfast at hotel.
transfer to Madrid train station to take the train to Sevilla. transfer from Sevilla train station
to the hotel.
Sevilla sightseeing based on a hop on- hop off bus.
as political capital of Andalucía, Sevilla houses the government and parliament of this
autonomous region. the legend says Sevilla was founded by Hercules. it was called Hispalis
by the romans and Isbiliya by the moors. it was after the discovery of America that Sevilla
reached its highest point in history; due to the fact that the Guadalquivir river that crosses
the city can be navigated from Sevilla to Sanlucar de Barrameda, on the Atlantic Coast.
overnight at hotel in Sevilla.
day 4 Sevilla
breakfast at hotel.
full day Córdoba excursion on regular basis.
departure to Córdoba via Antequera. upon arriving, panoramic tour of the Roman Bridge,
the Jewish quarter, the synagogue and the mosque (famous monument in the Islamic
west, built on an ancient mosque and the materials of the Christian basilica of San Vicente).
overnight at hotel in Sevilla.
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day 5 Sevilla - Granada
breakfast at hotel.
transfer to Sevilla bus station to take the public bus to Granada. transfer from Granada bus
station to the hotel.
afternoon at leisure to walk the streets of Granada.
overnight at hotel in Granada.
day 6 Granada - Barcelona
breakfast at hotel.
half day Alhambra tour on regular basis.
Granada is situated at the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. it was once the capital
of the Moorish Kingdom, a reign which lasted almost 800 years. this has left Granada with
the most important Moorish legacy in spain; the Alhambra. the monument is one of the
most brilliant jewels of universal architecture.
transfer to Granada airport to take the plane to Barcelona. transfer from Barcelona airport to
the hotel.
overnight at hotel in Barcelona.

day 7 Barcelona
breakfast at hotel.
Barcelona sightseeing based on a hop on hop off city tour.
highlights of the two different tours are:
the gothic cathedral, which has always been the heart of the city, located in the very
downtown and flanked by the remains of the city walls..
the Olympic Barcelona, is spread all over the city. on the one hand side the Olympic port
and the Olympic Village are located on the Barceloneta, on the other hand the Olympic ring
and the stadiums are located on the Montjuïc hill.
Sagrada Familia, Gaudi’s greatest work and undoubtedly Barcelona’s most identifiable
monument and Montjuïc hill, a dominant feature of the city’s skyline.
Passeig de Gràcia, with the highest concentration of modernist buildings in the city. among
others, enjoy an outside view of Antoni Gaudi’s Casa Batlló and Casa Milà.
overnight at hotel in Barcelona.
day 8 Barcelona
breakfast at hotel.
half day Montserrat excursion on regular basis.
Montserrat, an imposing rocky outcrop, is the holy mountain of Catalonia, which houses the
revered image of the black virgin.
overnight at the hotel in Barcelona.
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day 9 Barcelona
breakfast at hotel.
departure transfer to Barcelona airport.
end of services
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